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When Will You Rage Werewolf The Apocalypse Series
A pack of vigilante werewolves lives in the city of Wolfston, killing murderers, rapists, drug dealers,
and the like. Everything is perfect in their world until one of them gets attacked by a vampire. The
remaining pack members deal with the vampire, but unknown to them, more vampires have moved
into Wolfston—with a deadly agenda in mind. And that’s not all. The one that was attacked by the
vampire is having dreams of what’s going to happen to him, his fellow pack members, others, and
most of all, the coming of an ancient supernatural prophecy. Will it all come true?
Werewolf: The Apocalypse - Earthblood (PS5) - PlayStation 5 A quest for redemption: after losing
control of his devastating Rage, cahal chose a life of exile; Years later, while searching for his missing
daughter, cahal discovers that his old Pack is in danger and he must come to its aid One hero, three
forms: each form has its advantages: the Wolf can sneak around undetected, cahal as a human can
interact with other people, and the half-wolf crinos can unleash its human Rage to tear enemies apart
Immense Rage: your worst enemy is yourself; if you don't contain your Rage, it can destroy you once
again by letting the wyrm enthrall consume your soul
Village of the Full Moon Curse, a novel about a cursed werewolf embarking on a dangerous quest to
save the woman he loves from the hands of an aged powerful vampire. He receives unexpected
assistance from two outsiders who help to save the entire village of Circa, Alaska from the hands of
evil vampire minions. Village of the Full Moon Curse is exciting vampire/werewolf fiction providing
romance for Twighlight fans, suspense and drama for Vampire Diaries readers, shooting action for
Van Helsing enthusiasts, and werewolf/ vampire battles for the Underworld movie goers, along with
sarcasm and witty humor.
The last thing Shadow is prepared for when he shows up at work is being given a half-shifter, a
beautiful young woman with cat ears and a fluffy tabby tail curled around her body, the tip cradled in
her hands. Nala is a trained Companion, disciplined in all the ways to pleasure her lover, but Shadow
can't help but see her as nothing more than a terrified nineteen-year-old who is too young for him.
Not to mention the fact that he's a werewolf. Yet, the animal in him rears its head and decides that
she is his and his alone. This is how they fall in love. ~~~~~ PG Excerpt ~~~~~ He sighs. "Nala it is,
then. I'm Shadow. I'm a werewolf. You know what that is, right?" He exhales in relief when she nods,
the first sign of understanding in her gaze. So, she understands English. That's good. That gives him
something to work with. "This building belongs to me. This is my territory," he continues. "You're safe
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here." She looks at him with eyes so wide and fearful that he wonders if he's said something wrong.
Her bottom lip quivers and she makes a soft keening noise that trembles through his spine. Irritations
gnaws at the back of his mind, unused to treating someone with such gentleness. He is used to having
his ways and getting everything done exactly the way he wants it. She will only make his life more
difficult. The thought of giving her away crosses his mind, pushing her off to someone else. Barry
would probably make a better friend. He is a feline shifter too. Perhaps they would have more things
in common. "Shadorrww," she murmurs, curling his name in her tongue. It wraps itself around his
brain and curls inwards. He wants to hear her say his name again and again. He can barely see her
eyes, cast in the shadow by the long fringe, but he thinks he sees fear in them, uncertainty. It must be
horrible, to be her. Lost and alone with nobody to take care of her, not knowing what's to happen. He
makes a decision before he can start regretting it. "You can stay with me until we have the papers
processed, and then you'll be free, but before that, I need to take you home with me, alright?" She
looks pained and whispers, "Nro," her tongue curling over the 'r's that shouldn't even be in the word.
He can't help but smile a little at the little quirk, but the rejection sends another flare of irritation
through him. "No, you don't want to come home with me?" he asks. She glances at the door, seeing
the two men that are waiting outside, and then shakes her head again. "Hurrts," she whispers, and
then makes a faint zapping noise. Fucking hell. He quells the rage bubbling in the pit of his stomach.
Taking deep breaths, he turns away from the two monsters hiding behind the door and looks
skywards. He prays for compassion. He's going to make sure neither of the men will be employable
anywhere ever again. "I won't let them hurt you," he promises. She looks at him in disbelief. He
reminds himself that shifters don't have the power to do anything where she comes from. She has no
reason to trust him. "He works for me," Shadow says. "But not for much longer," he soothes. "Do you
know where you are, Nala?" he asks. She nods. "Gift, for CEO," she whispers, curling her tongue on
the 'r' in the 'for', but getting the rest of the words right. He feels an odd sense of pride at that
success. "Yes, that's me," he says. "I'm the president of the company. I understand Mr. Akihiko had
you sent you for me as some sort of apology. I'm sorry you are dragged into this, but it appears we are
stuck together for now." Her eyes widen. "New master?" she asks, awe and hope thick in her voice. He
sighs and nods.
Deathless Book 1
Village of the Full Moon Curse
Prince of the Vale
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To Love a Wolf
Wolfston: A Werewolf's Tail
Never Cry Werewolf

V and Thorn have joined in Union, King and Queen of the Vampires. But the honeymoon must go on hold, as V needs to
settle an old score back in England. This is a chance to finish off the O’Keefe family for good and regain his confidence
after the horrendous tortures at the hands of the Hunters. While visiting Leeds, his best friend from school, Giles,
confronts him and vows vengeance for his betrayal. V knows one day they will fight and that one of them must die. How
can he kill his best friend? A friend he did betray. A friend he did abandon. Meanwhile, Thorn finds other vampires to join
her army. The new recruits reveal the startling history of the vampire war, and V faces a deadly rival for his position of
King. Friends become enemies and enemies become friends, as the battle lines blur in this penultimate book in the
series. Continue on this dark adventure and download today. keywords: vampire books for teens , vampire series ,
supernatural , paranormal , coming of age fantasy , genetic engineering , science fiction , mashups , bad girlfriend ,
bullied , vampire vengeance , horror , young adult , men's vampire book , strong female vampire , vampire books , strong
female characters , department 19 , will hill, cirque du freak , darren shan, vampire hunter , male protgonist , strong male
led , male POV
After a century alone Rowan is slowly going mad one agonizing day at a time, until a mysterious newcomer appears. The
quiet monotony quickly turns to lust' and war! After fearing the legends of Vampires and Werewolves for so many years
he begins to question: Could they all be true?
Two desperate souls… William needs help and Stella needs a job. A match made in Heaven? William’s inner-wolf seems
to think so... William’s a wolf shifter restaurateur at war with himself. A past tragedy has caused discord with his wolf and
now, whenever he shifts, he’s overcome with uncontrollable berserker rage. Stella’s a witch and former therapist with her
own tragic past. She’s lost her way, and now wanders through life without direction. These two disparate souls meet at
the Howl You Like It diner, William’s restaurant. That’s when the fickle finger of fate strikes, and Will discovers the truth…
Stella is his mate. Together, they whip up delectable deliciousness… both in the kitchen and out. But William knows he
can’t remain a divided man forever. He has to make peace with his wolf and get control of his life. Quickly! Because a
creepy Warlock has his eyes set on Stella for a crazy magical scheme. Can William come to terms with his wolf? Can
Stella learn to trust herself again? And what really is the best dipping sauce for sweet potato fries? They’ll answer these
questions, together. As mates.
In the sequel to Book 2, Alpha Wolf’s Pet, Kept, the trilogy concludes with Alpha Wolf’s Pet, Hunted. Living with
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werewolves is a lesson in Mia's fragility, and stretching the limits of their antiquated pack protocol wears on everybody's
nerves. Nonetheless, Mia is an official member of their pack, and Dominic's lover. Satisfied with their romantic and sexy
exclusive arrangement, Mia is devastated when Chandra, Dominic's fiancée, arrives during his absence. Dominic is
worried. Is his love for Mia really his addiction to her blood? Will she eventually become his blood mistress and belong to
her, commanding his body and soul? Before he can resolve the issue, the Russian Chess Piece mob strikes his territory.
Faced with the king's command to mate his werewolf fiancée, and the mob, he has no time to explain before Mia does
what she does best. She runs. Danger looms for Mia and all werewolf kind as secrets are revealed about the mob
pursuing her. But most disturbing of all, is the Lycan Intelligence Agency’s sudden interest in Mia’s DNA. Will new
revelations destroy their love and crush their future? If you enjoyed the Alpha Wolf’s Pet universe, you might want to
continue with the spinoff, Team Greywolf Series. Suspenseful Paranormal Romance.
Book 1 in the Taming the Wolf Series
Wedding the Wolf
The Werewolf in the Bathtub
Taking Nicole (A Werewolf Shapeshifter Romance)(Vegas Mates, Book 4)
Games of the Immortals
Werewolf Academy Series
Welcome Back to PaskellThe spellbinding continuation of the best-selling YA fantasy, The Taming the Wolf Series. Discover why readers
are calling this series flat out addicting!"Love this book just as much as the 1st. The ending was killing me so much so I already bought and
read book 3. Pick this series up now."- Kindle Customer 5 Star Review"I am absolutely speechless. Such a powerful, exciting book. It really
made me proud to be a woman and wish I could do what Ava could do." - Kindle Customer 5 Star Review"This book took what was great
about the first one and ramped it up a few notches. The characters don't remain stagnant, that's for sure. There are going to be dramatic
moments that will make you go "What?! Did she just do that?" This book will surprise you and take you on an exciting ride that you won't
be able to guess where its going." - Zachary T. Hill 5 Star ReviewDark. Thrilling. Romantic. Ava Paskell has finally embraced her new life
as a werewolf. Especially since that life includes Cyrus Carlston, her mate. Being in love is the best feeling in the world and she wants her
dad, Harry, to be as happy as she is. So, when Perry and Cole Jansen, a brother and sister on the run, turn up in town, she'll do anything to
see her father and Perry come together. Even if that means going up against Perry's mate, Braxton Mayhew . . . and all of his hybrids. In a
town like Paskell, nothing is ever easy though, and what seems perfect at first, can turn into the worst nightmare imaginable.Werewolf Rage
is the highly anticipated second installment in The Taming the Wolf Series, a fast-paced paranormal romance filled with betrayal, selfdiscovery, suspense, and a unique supernatural world that will leave you captivated and hungry for more. Werewolf Revenge (Taming the
Wolf book 3) is now available!Perfect for fans of Twilight, Vampire Diaries and Fallen Angel Romances.
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This book presents a new perspective on the role of the wolf in American literature. The wolf is one of the most widely distributed canid
species, historically ranging throughout most of the Northern Hemisphere. For millennia, it has also been one of the most pervasive images
in human mythology, art, and psychology. ""Wolves and the Wolf Myth in American Literature"" examines the wolf's importance as a
figure in literature from the perspectives of both the animal's physical reality and the ways in which writers imagine and portray it. Author
S. K. Robisch examines more than two hundred texts written in North America about wolves or including them as central figures. From this
foundation, he demonstrates the wolf's role as an archetype in the collective unconscious, its importance in our national culture, and its
ecological value. Robisch takes a multidisciplinary approach to his study, employing a broad range of sources: myths and legends from
around the world; symbology; classic and popular literature; films; the work of scientists in a number of disciplines; human psychology;
and field work conducted by himself and others. By combining the fundamentals of scientific study with close readings of wide-ranging
literary texts, Robisch astutely analyzes the correlation between actual, living wolves and their representation on the page and in the human
mind. He also considers the relationship between literary art and the natural world, and argues for a new approach to literary study, an
ecocriticism that moves beyond anthropocentrism to examine the complicated relationship between humans and nature.
Fantasirollespil.
When Emily Kincade comes home from work, all she wants is a nice, hot bath. But then she discovers the tub is already occupied, by a
werewolf no less. It’s the beginning of an encounter with the world of magic. An encounter which the werewolf makes her forget. If only
there weren’t all those inconsistencies in her everyday life, crumbs of thoughts that find their way back into her consciousness. And once
that happens, there is no going back. Emily knows she has to find the wolf. Book one of the Full Moon Romance series.
When Will You Rage
Werewolf Academy Book 4: Taken
Werewolf Dreams
Werewolf Rage
Master of Smoke
Cursed Werewolf's Dangerous Quest to Save His Love, Friends, and Circa, Alaska from Evil Vampires

Once the people known as the Garou existed in harmony with their mother Gaia, the Earth. But the rise of
mankind has seen an increase in the power of the Wyrm, a decayed entropic force that seeks to ruin Gaia. The
Garou will not have this and wage a war that they have been losing for a millennia. The second edition of this
anthology contains the best stories from the first edition, as well as new stories that even better reflect the world
of Werewolf: The Apocalypse "TM" as presented in the revised edition of the Storyteller game.
Have you been attacked by a wolf-like creature in the last 30 days? Was it after the sun had set and under a full
moon? If you answered, “yes” to both these questions, there’s a very good chance that you were bitten by a
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werewolf. You now have less than a month before the full moon returns and with it your first transformation into
a savage, bloodthirsty beast. Survival is an option, but first, know this: * Werewolves are real. * The majority of
lycanthropes who do not have access to this book die during or shortly after their first transformations,
generally due to heart failure, gunshot wounds, exposure, drowning or suicide. * Hollywood horror movies are
NOT to be used as guides to living as a werewolf. Their goal is not to educate, but to entertain. As a result, they
are largely ignorant of the realities of the condition. * Ignorance creates monsters; lycanthropy does not. * You
are not a monster. The Werewolf's Guide to Life cuts through the fiction and guides you through your first
transformation and beyond, offering indispensable advice on how to tell if you’re really a werewolf, post-attack
etiquette, breaking the news to your spouse, avoiding government abduction, and how to not just survive, but
thrive. You cannot afford to not read this book. Your very life depends on it.
This is the complete four-book collection of The Tarot Witches, a New York Times bestselling paranormal
romance series. There are seventy-eight cards in a tarot deck, and each card has been appearing in the mailbox
of a different witch. Each one bears a message for the unlucky recipient, and it brooks a warning: fix your life
and earn power beyond imagining, or lose everything you care about. Werewolves are drawn to the scent of
these tarot witches, driven to bond and protect them. The desire to mate cannot be conquered. And entire packs
will rise and fall for the love of the tarot witches... Book One: Caged Wolf Book Two: Forbidden Witches Book
Three: Winter Court Book Four: Summer Court
The World of Darkness is the setting for all of the games in the Storyteller series, and for several fiction books.
Game books listed with this icon belong to specific game lines, but together contain information that applies to
the entire World of Darkness.
When Will You Rage?
The Werewolf Filmography
Redstar Werewolf Pack Box Set
Werewolf Academy Book 7: Chosen
Master of Shadows
Soul Hunter
View our feature on Angela Knight’s Master of Smoke.After being attacked by a werewolf, Eva
Roman is now able to shift into one. Luckily she saves a handsome shapeshifter from a similar
attack. Eva does not know his true identity as Smoke, a Sidhe warrior. His attacker was
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Warlock, the magic-imbued leader of a cult of werewolf assassins trained to destroy all others.
As a war ignites between all the immortals in the Mageverse, Eva and Smoke will need more than
their love for each other to survive.
CEO Pierce Hardwick is testing a cure for lycanthropy. Jaycee Frost, witch and executive
assistant, wants to help. But she can’t risk getting too close to her irresistible boss. Ever
since that one hot night they shared in the break room—the night before Jaycee realized Pierce
would be her new employer—Jaycee has been struggling with her entirely unprofessional
attraction toward him. Then Jaycee receives a magical tarot card, and the message is clear:
destiny has plans for her. No matter that Jaycee only wants to achieve professional domination
with Hardwick Medical Research. She’s got a bigger job. And that job might have to do with
mating to Pierce Hardwick… keywords: billionaire romance, werewolf pack, paranormal romance,
dark urban fantasy, unseelie sidhe, seelie sidhe, faeries
Nothing is as it seems in the quiet town of Paskell. A dark secret is about to be ripped
open.Discover the bestselling paranormal romance series that's captivating readers with an
exciting new twist on an old favorite."I LOVED this book. The story flow, the characters, the
setting. Everything. The author did a great job with this one. I devoured this book in a few
hours and if it wasn't so late I would be on to book 2. But I think I'll get a lil sleep and
dive into the next one tomorrow. Great book!!" - Kindle Customer 5 Star Review"Katie Lee
O'Guinn does a fabulous job mesmerizing you with the characters and the quaint little town of
Paskell. Nothing is as it appears because the town residents are werewolves. If you love
paranormal books this is a great one for young adults and adults alike. Looking forward to
reading more by this author." - Lisa Ann Lawson 5 Star Review"This book was sexy and romantic
without being explicit. it made for a very refreshing change I got to experience the romance
and the love story without being distracted by the sex. I was very impressed, and pleases with
this change from my usual highly erotic paranormal romance reads." - Kindle Customer 5 Star
ReviewDark. Thrilling. Romantic. Ava Paskell is not your normal young woman. She's twice as
strong as girls her age and she's been taught from an early age to control her emotions. When
her dad insists they spend the summer together in a small, strange Canadian town, she has a
feeling her life is about to change. Meeting Cyrus Carlston sends her emotions and senses
whirling in a way she's never experienced before. The powerful bond they share from the very
beginning scares her as much as it thrills her. As her life is put in danger and she gets
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closer and closer to the truth, one thing is clear, Ava's dreams are about to become her
reality.Werewolf Dreams is the thrilling first installment in The Taming the Wolf Series. A
coming of age YA paranormal romance full of atmosphere, supernatural adventure, and jawdropping twists that will keep you guessing until the very last page. Werewolf Rage Book 2, now
available!Perfect for fans of Twilight, Vampire Diaries and Fallen Angel Romances.
Sinclair, the original werewolf is currently living in the east and has inflicted terror into
the eyes of many since the time of the Samurais. Hiru Silverwolf, a young male half-Asian
starts his experiences with werewolves at the early age of ten... the rapid change and trauma
in his life makes every moment a memory he will never forget. Though, why does he seem so OK
with it...? After discovering a silver dagger that had came from Japan, he sets out to his
mother's birth place in search of answers. But, after a series of battles and tribulations it
becomes obvious he must search for the original werewolf Sinclair and confront him. What will
happen in this epic tale? Read now and discover...
No Such Thing As Werewolves
Winter Court
The Best New Horror 6
Alpha Wolf's Pet, Hunted, Book 3
Taken
300+ Movies
ONCE BITTEN Liza is Paladin, third in power in the Redstar pack. Half witch, half werewolf, but without the ability to change forms, she has an
acrimonious history with Caleb, the Alpha’s heir. Then one explosive night, they explore her interest in submission, but he leaves the pack. And
her. Five years later, the Alpha orders Liza to bring Caleb home. The years of distance have not dulled his anger at her, or the heat that once
flared between them. Caleb is biding time before returning to Redstar. It’s pleasurably spent with his lover Zach. When Liza shows up, once again
at his father’s bidding, he’s angry and hurt, but he still wants her. This time he isn’t letting her go. Zach takes one look at the woman and knows
she’s the one for them. But can he accept that her delicious submission in bed goes no further than the bedroom door? TWICE SHY Harper is a
witch on the run and the road ends in the only place offering sanctuary, the Redstar werewolf pack. But that safety comes with a price. They’ll
protect her from the men hunting her, but not from themselves. Jonas is a soldier, a defender of the pack. He wants a mate who can stand toe to
toe with him and Harper can’t. That doesn’t change the need, the craving he has for her and when Mick brings the three of them together, he
can’t resist their collective charms. But can he protect them from the danger that comes stalking? Or will he lose her just as he discovers he can’t
live without her? And what about Mick? If he doesn’t find a way to mend the mistakes of the past, he may lose them both. THIRD TIME LUCKY
Gabby is a high ranking soldier in the Redstar lupine pack and she has a serious problem. Three of them actually. The mates she refuses to
claim, lupine Ethan and wizard Harris, and the heat driving her straight to their bed. The heat can’t be fought. Every full lupine female experiences
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heat every three months. For Gabby, who’s spent years denying Ethan her mate, each time is more miserable. Harris has always helped her
slake the need, but enough is enough. He knows the three of them are supposed to be together. Ethan knows it. Gabby is the only one denying it.
So when she shows up at his door dressed to kill and desperate for sex just before Ethan is due to arrive, Harris decides it’s time to take things to
the next level. He wants her trust, her submission, her heart, and in her current state she isn’t in a position to refuse. He gives her an ultimatum.
This time won’t be like any of the others. This time she’ll follow his lead or he won’t be available next time.
Alex knew choosing the path of the lone wolf wouldn’t be easy, but challenging Jaze Carso for the chance to bring the Werewolf Academy to the
public would prove to be much harder. Alex has to decide how far he is willing to go to give werewolves the life he has fought for. Will his trust in
humans become the biggest mistake of his life, or will his hope in humanity prove that selflessness can change prejudice? Alex has bled for both
sides; now is his time to challenge whether those sides will do the same for him. Everything Alex has fought and bled for comes together in this
final book in the Werewolf Academy series. New threats arise, an old enemy resurfaces, and the bond of love is tested to the extreme in this
gripping conclusion.
***For a limited time, you can get the Krystal Shannan starter library, THREE BOOKS FOR FREE - just visit my author web page to find out
how*** Book 4 From BESTSELLING VEGAS MATES Series! The last thing Nicole Demakis remembers was getting in the car with Sarah’s
kidnapper and driving away. Now she faces the cold hard truth. The kidnapper, an agent of the Council, is her mate. But he refuses to claim her,
and the Council may take everything away before she even has a chance to convince him to trust her. Aaron Katsaros was ordered to deliver
Nicole to her grandparents, the Antipas royal wolves. It should’ve been an easy task. Clean. No hiccups. But this infuriating woman, this wolf, his
mate…is one hiccup after another and she’s arousing him to the point of pain. With his sister’s life hanging in the balance, he refuses to allow his
passion to cost him the only family he has left. Can he find a way to save his mate, or will he be forced to watch another claim the woman he
loves? Vegas Mates Series, in order... Chasing Sam Saving Margaret Waking Sarah Taking Nicole Unwrapping Tess Key Words: wolf, pack,
series, werewolf, werewolves, leopard, shifter, romance, paranormal romance, suspense, erotic, action, adventure, fantasy, shapeshifter
romance, romance with sex, steamy romance, psychic, witch, urban fantasy, suspense, thriller, supernatural, paranormal romance books for
adults
YOUNG WEREWOLF DREW FERRAN IS THE FUTURE KING OF WESTLAND. He has the makings of a great warrior - but first he must
master the blade and the beast. When Lady Gretchen is abducted by the Werelion Prince Lucas, Drew and his friends embark on a perilous
chase to stop the prince fleeing to his homeland of Bast. As Drew encounters terrifying new Werelords along the way, he is led to the exotic city of
Cape Gala, where the forces of Onyx, the Beast of Bast, await. Now Drew must summon all of his courage and strength - because the Catlords
are ready to attack . . .
The Werewolf's Guide to Life
A Paranormal Romance
The Tarot Witches Complete Collection: Caged Wolf, Forbidden Witches, Winter Court, and Summer Court
Seducing the Vampire
Freak Legion
Little Women and Werewolves
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Werewolf: The Apocalypse is about anger over the loss of what the shapeshifting Garou hold dearest: Gaia, the
Earth itself. Corruption from without and within has caused the destruction not only of the Garou's environment,
but also of their families, friends and culture, which extends in an unbroken line to the very dawn of life. No
matter how righteously the Garou hold themselves, no matter how they prey on their destroyers, the corruption
spreads. Now the time for reconciliation is past. This grave insult against Gaia can end in only one way: blood,
betrayal... and rage. Now you can play a fomor, courtesy of Pentex, Black Dog Game Factory and the Wyrm! For
adults only.
Werewolf: The Apocalypse is about anger over the loss of what the shapeshifting Garou hold dearest: Gaia, the
Earth itself. Corruption from without and within has caused the destruction not only of the Garou's environment,
but also of their families, friends and culture, which extends in an unbroken line to the very dawn of life. No
matter how righteously the Garou hold themselves, no matter how they prey on their destroyers, the corruption
spreads. Now the time for reconciliation is past. This grave insult against Gaia can end in only one way: blood,
betrayal... and rage. Werewolf is a complicated game with a lot of different facets -- but that doesn't mean it has
to be unmanageable. This book is designed to be the Storyteller's best friend, offering new options, suggestions
on customizing the rules to your tastes, further information on the game's antagonists, crossover
recommendations, building a chronicle from the ground up, and so much more. With this book at hand, your
Werewolf game can be anything and everything you want it to be.
He's a werewolf She's his mate Her family would kill to keep them apart A wolf in Landry Cooper's position
doesn't really do the dating scene-there's simply no time when he's taking out bad guys practically every day of
the week. But when he meets beautiful Everly Danu during a bank robbery, he's sure she's The One for him. The
problem: she has no idea what Cooper really is...until his secret is exposed and she discovers the man she
thought she knew is a monster in disguise. SWAT (Special Wolf Alpha Team) Series Hungry Like the Wolf (Book
1) Wolf Trouble (Book 2) In the Company of Wolves (Book 3) To Love a Wolf (Book 4) Praise for Paige Tyler:
"SWAT is hot, hot, HOT!"-Kerrelyn Sparks, New York Times bestselling author
Alex never dreamed that finding the one who completes him would turn his life upside down. Love wars with
heartache and the hardest decision of his life comes with consequences he never imagined. On top of it all,
Alex’s world is rocked when he finds someone he loves at the end of a gun. Can Alex be strong enough protect
everyone, or will family shatter the world he has worked so hard to defend?
The Enemies of Vengeance
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The original version of the beloved classic
Storytellers Handbook
Book 2
Wereworld: Rage of Lions (Book 2)
Wolves and the Wolf Myth in American Literature
Werewolves are struggling to survive. Jaze and those who remain of his pack build an Academy to protect the children
who endured the genocide. Alex and Cassie arrive as orphans after losing everyone they love. The twins find themselves
in a new world where they have to survive the politics and dangers of being a werewolf in a world that wants them
destroyed.
He was mesmerizing, a vampire like none other…but the fire between Viviane and Rhys would begin a centuries-long
clash between two powerful vampire brothers. In Marie Antoinette's Paris, the beautiful vampire Viviane seeks a male
patron who will allow her to live on her own terms. Courted by two feuding brothers, Viviane succumbs to the handsome
rebel, Rhys. She's unaware that Rhys has other, darker, motives. He seeks vengeance against his brother,
Constantine̶by stealing Viviane and tainting her with his blood. But just as Rhys is realizing the depth of his love for
Viviane, his brother takes his revenge. By casting a spell on the woman they both desire, he condemns her to a living
death inside a glass coffin. Two centuries later, Rhys hears the legend of the Snow White vampiress, imprisoned deep in
the tunnels under Paris. He must find her and set her free, but will he be able to save her from the evil still intent on
destroying them? Originally published in 2011.
WARNING: May Contain Werewolves. A pyramid predating all known cultures appears without warning. Its discovery
throws into question everything we know about the origins of mankind. Inside lies incredible technology, proof of a culture
far more advanced than our own. Something dark lurks within, eager to resume a war as old as mankind. When it is
unleashed it heralds the end of our speciesʼ reign. A plague of werewolves spreads across the world. A sunspot larger
than anything in recorded history begins to grow. Yet both pale in comparison to the true threat, the evil the werewolves
were created to fight. "It's like Indiana Jones went through the Stargate and ended up in Aliens versus Predator." - One of
the author's totally biased friends. The Deathless Saga Book 0: The First Ark Book 1: No Such Thing As Werewolves
Book 2: No Mere Zombie (April 2015) Book 3: Vampires Don't Sparkle (October 2015)
Even the dead can't escape their past... Luke always wanted to become a member of the Immortals. Now his dream his
become a reality - brought back from the dead, his body rebuilt with superhuman abilities and high-tech modern
attachments. But achieving immortality doesn't make him indestructible. When corpses turn up in London's backstreets,
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the crime-fighting team descends into a dark adventure. The Immortals' strength will be tested to its limits as they track
an ancient evil to the swamps of Louisiana. There they will battle their greatest foe yet: Draka, the Soul Hunter. Inside
cover printing features a comic strip detailing more of the Last Immortals' adventures!
The Apocalypse - Earthblood
The Werewolf's Catgirl
A Manual for the Newly Bitten
Howl You Like It (Real Men Romance™|Paranormal Werewolf Romance)
Werewolf
A Players Guide to Fomori
The Best New Horror has established itself as the world's premier annual, showcasing the talents of the very best writers working in the
horror and dark fantasy field today. In this latest volume, the multi-award winning editor has chosen razor-sharp stories of suspense
and disturbing tales of terror by writers on the cutting edge of the genre. Along with a comprehensive review of the year and a
fascinating necrology, this is the book no horror fan can afford to miss.
A literary landmark—the original, suppressed draft of the classic novel! Little Women is a timeless classic. But Louisa May Alcott’s
first draft—before her editor sunk his teeth into it—was even better. Now the original text has at last been exhumed. In this
uncensored version, the March girls learn some biting lessons, transforming from wild girls into little women—just as their friends and
neighbors transform into vicious, bloodthirsty werewolves! Here are tomboy Jo, quiet Beth, ladylike Amy, and good-hearted Meg, plus
lovable neighbor Laurie Laurence, now doomed to prowl the night on all fours, maiming and devouring the locals. As the Civil War
rages, the girls learn the value of being kind, the merits of patience and grace, and the benefits of knowing a werewolf who can
disembowel your teacher. By turns heartwarming and blood-curdling, this rejuvenated classic will be cherished and treasured by those
who love a lesson in virtue almost as much as they enjoy a good old-fashioned dismemberment. Includes the original letter from
Alcott’s editor, telling her not to even think about it!
Court seducer La Belle Coeur has met her match in Tristan, a Knight of the Round Table unafraid of blood-or lust. Joining together to
combat a werewolf wizard and sworn enemy of Arthur, they must put their lives on the line-while coming to grips with the rising heat
between them.
Volume 1. & 2. are in this edition, they are introductions to main characters & events. Hunters, sorcerers, legends, touch of sarcasm &
dash of humor, Games of the Immortals is a recipe for curiosity, mystery & a few laughs. Unwilling Person: The life of Kiah, a naive
girl titled a myth by no fault of her own, pushed into confusion, stalked by werewolves, taunted by vampires, haunted by nightmares.
Company of the Beast: 2nd tale of Kiah as she's forced into further pain, deep confusion & unexpected friends. After 4 tales of Kiah
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the series follows a strong, fearless, strange man that has a fierce fighting spirit & wicked nature, quite different than Kiah. The tale of
a mysterious legend taunts the vampires & werewolves causing fear, chaos & curiosity. Myth creates a chaotic environment, panic
courses through some or a hunger for power to others. While battling vengeful hunters & war, unknowingly lies a silent & ancient,
forgotten creature of death. Volume 3. will be the strange chaotic climb of the series.
Book 2 in the Taming the Wolf Series
A wolf shifter paranormal romance
Hiru Silverwolf: Werewolf Hunter (Tales of the Universe)
The Werewolf Academy Series Boxed Set (7 Books)
Book 1 of "Animal Instinct"
USA Today and New York Times best-selling author Cynthia Eden has a classic paranormal romance for readers in the
mood to walk on the wild side. The big, bad wolf has BITE. No one messes with Lucas Simone. He’s the alpha of the LA
wolf pack. Bigger, badder, and one hell of a lot more dangerous than the other wolf shifters, Lucas is the monster in the
dark. But when Lucas finds himself framed for murder, an unlikely savior appears at his jail cell. She’ll give him an alibi.
He’ll give her pack protection. Sarah King is a desperate woman, and a desperate woman will do super desperate
things—like pretend to be involved with super-hot and mega-scary Lucas. Sarah is struggling to hide her supernatural
abilities from Lucas, but as her feelings grow for the sexy shifter, the harder it is for Sarah to keep her powers under
wraps…and to keep her hands off Lucas. Maybe she can charm him into falling for her… Little secret…Sarah has been a
fan of Lucas’s for years, and when she discovers that an attack against him is imminent, she decides to help her hero.
Another wolf alpha wants to take control of everything that Lucas possesses, and he is intent on burning down Lucas’s
world. But Lucas has never been afraid of a little fire. The attraction he feels for her is primal. Consuming. The wolf
within him knows that he has found his mate, and Lucas will do anything to keep her at his side. Doesn’t matter who he
must fight, Lucas is ready for the battle. Sarah made a bargain with him, and now, she’ll belong to Lucas…forever.
Author’s Note: You can’t keep a wolf shifter from his mate, so don’t even try. Prepare for a fierce alpha wolf and a
heroine with a past cloaked in secrecy. They will fall fast and hard for each other, and when danger comes…things will
just get hotter. NEVER CRY WEREWOLF was originally released as NEVER CRY WOLF back in June of 2011. The book
has been updated and given a new cover. It’s a classic read for fans of paranormal romance.
From the horrific to the heroic, cinematic werewolves are metaphors for our savage nature, symbolizing the secret,
bestial side of humanity that hides beneath our civilized veneer. Examining acknowledged classics like The Wolf Man
(1941) and The Howling (1981), as well as overlooked gems like Dog Soldiers (2011), this comprehensive filmography
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covers the highs and lows of the genre. Information is provided on production, cast and filmmakers, along with critical
discussion of the tropes and underlying themes that make the werewolf a terrifying but fascinating figure.
Legend of the Wolf King
The Apocalypse
Vampire Formula Series Book 3
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